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C'EST MOI
There’s been a radical change in the manner I produce 
STRIPE by....

I used to wonder how people like, says, Mike Glick-
• ' sohn coulo-^cSme up witfi”free-electrostencils. Now I

know. I get them too.
In my homeroom at Waterford High School reposes a fanpubbers dream. TKe 

whole room seems to have been designed to facilitate zine producing.
* There’s a bran® new electrostencil machine, an offset press, two mimeos 

(only one of which has been used so far- a Gestetner) a Xerox machine, a 
ditto, and about ten Selectrics. Also boxes of stencils and electrostencilf 
and masters and reams upon reams of paper. And various colors of ink and 
corflu and..,

I’m not using it all, of course. In fact, so far I’ve only used the - 
electrostencil cutter and a Selectric. I think I’ve already become the 
schools most experienced stencil cutter. It’s fun to do. Thinking of all 
the Joney I’m saving isn’t too bad, either. I’m not even paying thecost 
of the actual physical stencil, let alone the cost of cutting it. (funny 
thing- today I asked for a ditto master and couldn't have one- because 
the yr ‘e ’scarce.' But I've taken a half dozen eienstrosteniis thus far 
that I can use, not counting one that I can't because the drawing was too 
light. And I'll make another tommorrow.

Of course, I'm not paying for mimeography like I was before, either. 
Now I'm using the A.B. Dick Machine at my grandfather's office. I've 
done eight pages on it so far, and it comes out fairly nicely. Perhaps 
better than, or at least comparable to ( and I think it’ll improve, too) 
the one that did last issue. In the spring, when I have more time, I'll 
learn to use the Gestetner at school, too. The electroste roil cutter 
is a Dick, but there's a box of Gestetner's , and I can use these 
stencils on the machine as well by punching new holes.

Before this issue get's much farther along, I'd like to apologize to 
both you and to Sheryl for the job I did on the front cover. I didn't 
center the original enough when I cut the stencil, and when my grandmot
her (she runs the mimeo- I just watch and say'now this page” and hand 
her the paper- have to learn to use it, maybe this time) put it on the 
machine, the edge got caught under the clamps that hold the stencil in 
place- it's an old mimeo- and thus didn't prin^. There are also some 
words that didn't come out, sadly. Before you start to think that I've 
been lying about the quality of that mimeo, let me say that they didn't 
print because I laid the corflu on too thick and didn't adjust the 
pressure that the keys strike with. Sorry for that too.

ST OLE'.'IDEA DEPT. In imitation of John Carl, I'm going into the 
- market for old zinds. You quote me a price, and I'll probably buy if 

it’s not too ridiculous. I'd especially like copies of ENERGUMEN, WAR^ HOON, SCYTHROP, SCIENCE FICTION REVIEW, CARANDAITH, TRUMPET and the
B Katz's zines such as QUIP, POTLATCH, or FOCAL POINT. I'd also like 

some »^pies of AMEBOID SCUNGE/BWEEK. If you want to get rid of copies of 
of these, let me know.
I'm also interesting in getting some old(?) sf that some of you might 

be willing to part with. I'm looking for Anderson's THE HIGH CRUSADE and 
A BICYCLE BUILT FOR BREW, and for Zelazny’s ISLE OF THE DEAD. Also 

(this is being typed a week or so later) Gordon Dickson's DORSAI, 
some books by Cordwainer Smith, and Evangeline Walton's THE ISLAND 
OF THE MIGHTY. I've just finished her THE CHILREN OF LLYR, and enjoyed 
that immensely. Ballantines Adult Fantasy seems to be one of my pri
mary interests these days. I also wouldn't mind seeing any of the 
DERNYI books by Katherine Kurt«, especially the first and seconds the 
third is on the stand here, but I won't buy it until I know I can redd 
it's prod cUegn _
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In Poul Anderson’s THE BROKEN SWORD, there'sa female troll by the name 

of Gora. I’d like to squelch any rumors right now by sayirigthat I have no 
connection whatsoever with the troll race.

Speaking of Anderson, and fantasy, and of medieval things in general, 
some interesting things have been occuring this past week (Today is the 
fourteenth of October) Last Sunday night I was flipping through a copy of 
THE SON OF THE WSFA JOURNAL when I
chanced to read that the toureny for the Barony Beyond the Mountain in the 
Soceity forCreative Anachromism would be held today, and for information to 
contact Balin the Fair Haired. It ,®ve gn abreSs in the very next town 

=to mine. I called Balin immediately, as I’d heard of the Society and was 
interested in it, and found out about the tourney, I went to it today and 

.had good time. Everyone else these days is doing con reports, so why can't 
I write a tourney report?

There were only about thiry people there, and only about eight who were 
doing any amount of fighting. I was one of the first to arrive, with only 
Balin and a man name Sir Jehan, who had once been King of the Eastern King
dom, I later learned, preceding me. A car with four people from the Barony' 
of Carolignia pulled in at about the same time I did. Things dragged for 
awhile, but finally there were enough people there to start fighting. Most 
fought with broadsword, but Balin and a person name Alfwine or Elfwine fough^ 
with a variety of weapons, generally various axes, though Alfwine also used 
mace against "Jehan nd beat him. I finally got up the courage to fight, 
having been cajoled into signing a waiver. It was against a person named 
Orm who.had a Viking.surname that I never quite caught. Balin gave me 
a two minute course in using a shield, and then, dressed in borrowed elbow 
and knee pads, hockey gloves for gauntlets, shield, wooden sword, and battle 
helm, Idjdst far forth as the Unnamed to win honor and glory. I lost in a
bout a minute, though I did manage to counter a few blows, and even struck 
one of my own. But it was the point of my sword that hit, and that’s against 
the rules. First my leg was chopped off, and then I fought on one knee. 
When my swordarm fell to his sword, I conceded, rather than drop shield 
and continue to fight. There followed a melee, which I did not participate 
in. It started with Jehan, Alfwine,and a person named Tostig Gewisse on 
one side, against Balin, and three others. But Orm found an extra helm right 
before it started and joined Balin’s side. The outnumbered warriors fell 
even quicker than I had. (They had been supposed to refight the battle of 
Hastings, but only one Norman-Jehan- had showed up) They evened off the 
sides, and things went better, lasting about five minutes.

Later, I talked with Orm about names. Orm had been the name I had wanted 
to use, too. I had wanted to be Orm the STrong, after the character in 
THE BROKEN SWORD. That would have been okay, as there would be a distinct 
difference between us, but I decided to change anyways. Since I seemed so 
interested in Anderson’s work, he suggested Skafloc. I told him about' the 
new Anderson book HROLF KRAKI’S SAGA, which I hadn’t seen yet, though I’d 
read a review of it in PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY. We talked of saga for a moment, 
"and I learned that Balin had a lovely book of them, which I will have to ask 
about sometime. Jehan came up and asked us if we had heard of the new 
Anderson book? We laughed. He said it had been on the stands in New Haven 
for at least a week (He's a grad student in Medieval studies at Yale. He 
also looked the most authentic of any of us, even Balin, who had a hauberk 
of mail that had taken him five months to make.) They suggested, as an 
offshbot of saga, Sigurd something or other which I think meant Fafhrd 
salyer. But they said I couldn’t use it for reasons I couldn't figure out 
at the time. But later, after I had asked about the name Angus and learned 
that it was the King's name, so tread carefully, I found’ out that one can't 
take the name of any mythological, historical, or fintional character, 
unless they were common given names, such as Eric. That's the reason that
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I THII'K IT MUST HAVE BEEN.A DREAM •
■ by CY GAUVIN '

I am always astounded by the lucky coincidences that dot my life. I 
mean,if my father and mother hadn’t had that accident umptee years earlier 
(I)... Or if I hadn't discovered fandom; or finally got up the courage to 
go down into deep, dark, dangerous Detroit for a Wayne Third Foundation . 
SF Meeting; or if I didn't meet one John R.Benson there-- if none of these 
strange coincidences had occured, I would never have experienced that won

- derful fan event called TORCON 2.
I'd been in fandom for about four years before going to Torcon, which 

is not particularly long a time between neohood and the destruction of o 
■ one's last traces of fannish virginity. (I understnad Harry Warner Jr. 

went 20 years before attending his first con) I had considered going to 
a local con in Monroe, Michigan, which Setfe McEvoy and Jay Cornell men
tioned in their zine AMEBOID SCUNGF— "Come prove you're not a hoax," they 
said, but I chickened out. (Let me be honest; when it comes to meeting 
people I am chicken, yellow, a coward, and a nervous wreck. So if I don’t 
say "Hi" to you at a con, it rn't because I hate you or am a snob, I'm 
just gutless) I probably would never have gone to Torcon, either, but 
John Benson said he'd come along with me, and lots of th other local Detroi 
fans-- Laura and Margaret Basta, Roberta Brown, Carol Lynn, Mary Breuer 
(why is it that I can seem to remember only the female members) some of 
whom you may have heard of in connection with thier efforts to revive STAR 
TREK. So I finally got in a position where I not only couldn't back out 
of going to a con, but didn't want to. (I think)

I don’t know how other fans feel when they go to their first con, but 
I was incredibly nervous, even more so than I usually am. I made arrange
ments to meet John Benson at the bus depot downtown Friday afternoon,af
ter he had finished his final (John’s a gradua-to student, and was taking 
a summer class) I got thdre first, and my nerves VW€re stretched out 
limp a'nd drooping all over the floor, like rope, by the time he got there. 
I felt more relaxed after talking to him for awhile. He's a very easy 
person to get along with.

We left Detroit around 2;30, and arrived in Toronto around 7;00. 
Only four and half hours driving time, unless we passed through a time 
zone I wasn't aware of. The thing that impressed me most about Torwito 
was the cleanliness and newness of the city in contrast Lu Detroit. Every
thing seemed quite modern and stre mlined, and there were none of the 
weedy, strange parking lots like the ones that infest downtowm Detroit.

I took my first subway ride when we got off the bus. Strange: I can 
see why it affected Lovecraft the way it did. When the train was coming, 
a warm wind started to bl owthrough the tunnel, and it shot through.so fast * 

= that it didn’t seem possible it could stop in time. A most appropriate 
vehicle for co-^-^-Lng the last leg of a hourney to a science fintion * 
con^" ’ :'"I ,ihe hotel.was another first Tor me; I’ve been in motels, but no hotels 
and nothing like the Royal York! I felt Hko a bum when 1 walked in with 
John; we were both wearing jeans, slightly sweaty (it was 80 out) and 
here’s a plush red lobby and a suited porter than practically greets us 
at the door! Goshwowohboy.

Nothing much in the way of excitement happened that night. We met 
Todd Bake, a local fan we both knew, in the Ibbby; thank God for small 
miracles. We attended an introduction of the pros by Isaac Asimov, 
who was both witty and fatter than I thought. We went to a spaghetti 
restaurant.
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I didn’t get my name card until the next day, since registration was 

closed that night. The first fan I ran into when I got it- I should 
say the first fan not from Detroit- was Don Ayres. We talked for a few 
minutes, and I saw and talked to him a number of times afterwards? I was 
glad he said hi. I felt thkt I wasn't in a total crowd of strangers, and 
that I actually might meet some of these other people I had heard so much 
about and/or written letters to.

One of those people I had most wanted to meet was Don Keller. We had 
arranged a meeting by letter- 12s00 in the husksters room. I also pinned 
a note o-n the bulletin board with my room number on it. So, around 12:00 
I sat in the hucksters, looking for some person who might be Don Keller. 
(Don had described vaguely what he looked like and what he would be wear
ing in his letter.) So in walks this person with some glasses taped on 
one side, a clue Don gave me in his letter. When he walked up to the 
Fantasy Association's table, I should have known it was Don, but I was a 
bit leery of walking up and just saying hi— I was afraid I might be wrong_ 
and didn't want to appear like a complete ass. So I watched him as he 
walked around, glancing suspiciously here and there. Then he stared at me, 
and I stared at him, and we both started walking towards each other like 
a pair of gunslingners out of a bad Western. "Hi Don," I said, "hi 
Cy," he said. I haven't the faintest idea of who said hi first. A 
somewhat weird but iinforgetabble first meeting.

Don was a wonder, and introduced me to lots of people I would other
wise surely have never met, both because of my gutlessness and because I 
would hever have noticed them. (It's damn hard to read nametages in a 
crowd) Mike Glyer was the first other fan he introuced me to, and Mike 
promptly gave me a copy of ORGANLFGGFR and told me shout BRFHFNSILF's 
new offset reproduction. Neat? Mike was one of those people I really 
wanted to meet, too.

Don and I wandered through the halls and lobby, and brought out some 
old copies of PHANTASMICON that I had never seen. While sitting on a 
table leafin'7 through the zine, Jerry Lapidus walked by. "Hey there 
Jerry!" Don cried. "Come here!" Don introduced me, then, wordlessly, 
Jerry handed me acopy of TOMMORROW AND...9 "You remembered!" I said. 
(He hadn’t mailed me a copy, and I thought he had forgotten about me, 
when he just wanted to save postage. A very good issue, too. ) Too 
bad this Jerry Lapidus was a hoax- ho didn’t at all match the one I had 
conjured up from his fanwriting. Of course, I don’t imagine the Cy 
Chauvin he saw matched the one that writes all thee letters and reviews, 
and even Don Keller was sort of suspocious looking...(Never trust a fan 
or a hoax under 5*$" say I)

While wandering abound with Don in hhe of the big convention rooms 
looking for Judith Weiss, one of Don's many reoomates, I discovered what 
good eyesight Australians have. I was walking down an aisle when all of 
a sudden a girl sprang and said "Come here , Come here!" Wondering what 
this could possibly be, I ran back towards her and dicovered she was 
Shayne McCormack, from Australia! I was flattered she remembered my _ 
name at all. After I walked back trying to find Don, I thought I should 
have asked asked her where Bruce Gillespie was, when suddenly someone - 
with (what sounded to mc^iko) a very Pr'i-tion accent said "Hi cy! So * 
you really do exist after all, don't you?" And I turned around and there 
was Bruce Gillespie! I didn't really get to say more than a line, since 
he was talking to someone else at the time. And, although I saw him from 
afar a number of times later, in my usual courageless fashion, I didn't 
go up and talk to him again.

I found Don, and he had found Judith, and she said (when discovering 
who I was) "Oh! I thought you'd be older, like thirty!" I said some
thing nasty back, like I thought she'd be sixty, but luckily Judith 
didn’t hour. (Jay Cornell snid the same thing when T met him though. 



so I suppose my writing gives an impress ion of age i wisdom?) I im only 
twenty one, people) Don also introduced me to Patty Sullivan, another lo^- 
cal fan, and like Don I felt very comfortable with hers she was easy to 
get along with. Patty also told reel her David Gerrold story--- it seems ; 
late at night at LACon some young Trekki mistook her for David Gerrold,, 
and asked for her autograph. Somebody told me; Trekkies were deise, but 
1 didn’t think they were that dumb. . ,,

making of David Gerrold, Don introduced me to him at Torcons Jie saio 
somethin^ like ”0h, we’ve heard of you on the West voat. They say if you 

- meet Cy Chauvin, be-sura to wash after shaking hands." I’m not sure what 
he mant by tha-t. but. it was funny at the time. Don also introduced me to. 
Gardner DoSa&sk and George R.R. Martin ( he lives near the latter writer in 

~ Philadelphia, and knows him quite well) but otherwise I met no pros, I’m 
not an autograph seeker, you see— I don't -see any point in getting a book 
signed by the author, so I had little reason to go up to meet the pros.
I did sort of want to meet Ted White, and I saw him a number of times 
wandering around, but my gutlessness and a mixture of idol worship
prevented me from doing do. It would have been interesting to see what he 
would have said, but I muffed my chance. ,

The days seemed to swi^l together# I suppose because the nights were 
so short, (tho I never flit tired at any time during the eon) Tt seemed, 
like a week compressed into three days. Some day or other all the Detroit 
fans I knew gathered together and went out to eat at a fancy French, rest
aurant 1 Le Omelette, Carol Lynn told us about her adventures in etiquette 
during her summer long sty in England, while we staffed ourselves and 
laughed. Carol is Detroit’s equivalent of Rosemary Ullyotv I almost died 
when I tried to drinkw^n%;they served, but then I hat® alchohol in just 
about any form. It was fun, though. The Costume Show was immediately 
thereafter, and we hystled back <so the hotle for that.

I ran into Rook Stocker while wandering around the Costume Show, I’ve 
written to Rick ever since I was a neofan, and so I really looked forward 
to meeting him. I’m afriad our conversation was rather jerky, both then 
and when I met him in the lobby the next day. I felt rather awkward talk
ing to him for some reason? I don’t know if he felt the same way when talk
ing to me or note Perhaps we had less in common than I thought. Or perhat^f 
it was just me, since I’m not much of a talker- Don Keller told me in a 
letter afterwards that I was a lot quieter than he expected. People are 
so different in person than in print-- read narry Warner’s article "A Fan 
is .only Half Hur»h** in. the Torcon program Book? it is true.. My favorite 
article in the book,.

That same day I went with John 
and Todd Bake to the Toronto Science 
Center, which was out in the sub- 

_ urbs and involved a long subway 
and bus trip. (But which still 

- cost only 300. If I lived in 
- Toronto, I’d dump my car quicl^.

The entire censor seemed to be 
built of molded concrete- some 
made to look like wood, some 
like stone, and sone like what 
I can only dscribe as a mix
ture of dripping water and 
peanut brittle, drawn out in 
long parallel gooey rows.

■ Neat. (Maybe the architect
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had diarrhea and was inspired....?) The Science Center struck me as being 
like a giaiht scientific arnusment park. Nearly every exhibit was of a prac
tical sort, something that could be worked by the observer and demonstrated 
a scientific principle or the workings of a technological device. For in
stance, there was a giant gyroscope that you stood on, and which would tilt 
depending on which way you nulled a levers a computer terminal, which as- 
swered various questions, according to a pre-arranged programs a toy hy
drofoil which raised up out of the water as its speed was gradually in- 
creaseds etc, etc. As someone said, if you had a junior highschool science 
course, none of the information would be really new to you. It was fun, 
but I must admit that at seemed like an awful lot of money to spend just to 
demonstrate some stuff that everyone learned in junior high. But so it ' 
goes,

On the bus back to the hotel, we also met another fan— or rather, I 
should say, sf reader. Strange. (Not as strange, however, as meeting a
nother fan at the con from Roseville, Michigan, my home town, whom I had _ 
never heard of before! Fate was with me thit day.)

Later that day, I ran into Jay Cornell, who had been Looking For Me 
(or so several fans said) Very nice guys I told him about the weird way 
in which John had picked up a copy of WHO FEARS THE DEVIL by Manly Wade 
Wellman for me which had Jay’s name on the inside. He told me about Seth 
McEvoy and their hassles with SCUNGE.... but I won’t go into that here.

Before meeting Jay, I attended the Mike Glyer organized Ranquet, at 
which the infamous Ohugos (a board on- which there is black mark, sym
bolizing that the rocket has already taken off) are given out. The 
Ranquet was held on the Yonge street mall; everyone roamed about singing 
filk songs, till somebody spotted a tiny Mr. Submarine shop, and thirty or 
so hungry fans rushed into the damn place all at once. (The submarine 
sandwhiches were surprisingly good, though) The official presentations 
were made at a fountain with the bountiful Glyer doing the honors. I only 
remember the winners of three of four of the awards: Ted White as Best 
Fugghead, Ohugos as best Award, and Best Category as Best Category ( As 
you can see, with the excpetion of the first, Flyer really has style, and 
knows how to pick"em.) .

We hustled back to the hotel for the real awards. The official 
ceremony dragged on too long towaid • the end, when it seemed like they 
felt impelled to give awards to any and everybody, but the first three, 
fourths of the ceremony was grand. Most of the awards were disappointing 
(but then aren’t they always) yet the speeches themselves were funny and 
witty and interesting, and LeGuin, ENERGUMEN and Carr wins made up for the 
other disappointments, since each was so well-deserved.

That night Roberta Brown and John attempted to freeze me to death. They 
convinced me to stay up and watch some horror movies, which seemed to get 
worse and worse as the night wore on. I was only wearing a short-sleeve 
shirt, and some fool had turned the air conditioning in the movie room way 
up. "I go-b gooocbumpc, Roborte," i caid, but they sure ain’t because 
I’m scared."

Monday, our last day there, I went to the Spaced Out Library, which is 
a collection of some 10,000 sf books, magazine®, fanzines, and other ass- - 
orted material, based on Judith Merrils donation of her collection to the * 
Toronto Public Library system in 1970. I met Angus Taylor there, who 
helps file the books, magazines, fanzines, etc. and he very kindly showed 
me around the place. The collection is in an old house next to the Pal
merston branck of the public library, and is somewhat short of space— so 
much so that it is neccessary to store books in the bathroom! Judith 
Merril also has a study on the occond floor, and Angus showed me some of 
the Japanese sf book that she brought back from her recent visit to Japan, 
He also amused me and gave me a strange sort og egoboo' * showing me a card 
verbal np he woo compiling, of various worthwhile fanzine articles on sf.
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A RADICAL PROPOSAL
by ROGER IK SWEEN

In order that no one may be d isuppo.inted v and to make ^ure everyone,gets 
their own way, I prvpse that the Hugo Awards Tor fanzines ano fanwriting 
be broadened'slightly. I suggest the following categories*

Begt One Shot
Best First Issue
Beat Issue in a Continuing Ser lea _
Best Last Issue
Best Crudzine(Deliberate)
Best Crudzine (Neofan) • *
Best Semi-Crudsine
Best Semi-Fanzine(Content) 
Best Semi-Bansine{Production) . 
Best Personalzine 
Best Letter Substitute
Best Letter©ine/The Order Out of Chaos Award 
Best Clubzine (National) ,
Beat Club8ine(Regional»Sectionalr or Multi-national/ 
Be®t Clubsine(State/Frovinee) 
Beat Clubzine (Loeal-Eastcoast) 
Best Clubzine(Local-Westooast) 
Best Clubsine(Local- Soutern) 
Best C3.ubzlne (Local -Middle Sfc&teis)'
Best Club zine (Local-Continental Europe} 
Best Clubzine(Loeal-*Great Britain) 
Best Clubzine(Local-Canada) ( 
Best Clubzine (Local-Austral5.a) 
Best Clubzine(Local-Asia) 
Best C.lubzine( Local-Third World) 
Best Clubs Ine (Local-Off wor ld) 
Best Clubzine(Local-Inner Space) 
Best Letterool 
Best Loocer 
Best Loe 
Best Roc 
Best AFA 
Best APA Mailing 
Bvwt Apazine 
Best apa Waiting List 

. ’Best Minlac 
pow.x G©netne 
Beet wenKina<^eyoon

« Best Gen sine (Acaoeivie) 
Best Reviewzine 
Best Newszine
Best Science Fiction .Fanzine 
Best Fantasy Fanzine 
Best Fringe Fanaine(Thie could be
Monster Movie®., etc.) . ...
Best Fanzine Devoted to a Single Author/^h® Master Speaks Award 
Best Ethnic Fanzine 
Bent Women*® Lib Fanzine .
Best fey Liberation Fanzine/’ The Out of Closet Award

subdivided for TrekkS'es, Lovecraftiana.
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Baet Youth Cult Famvine
Best Libertarian .Fanzine
Best Marxist Fanzine/ The “St* McGovern Award
Beat Fanzine editor/ The Gruel Blue Fendi Award
Best Fanzine Editorial
Best Fanzine edited on u Cooperative Basis/ The Gemini Award
Best Fanzine Guest Editorial
Best Fan Writer(Pro) 

= Best Fan Writer(BKF) 
, Best Fan Writer (Amateur)
Bent Fan Article

*Bert Fan Article. Translation
Best Interlineation(Original
Bent Interlineation(Adapted from Another Medium)
Bust Fanzine(Circulation 1-50)
Best Fanzine (Circuit* tion 51 -IGU)
Best Fanzine (Circulation .101-200)
Best Fansine (Circulation 21W-300)
Best .Fanzine (Circulation 301-500)
Bust Fanzine (Circulation .501-700)
Bert Fanzine (Circulation. 701-1000)
Best PanzinetCirculation 1001- 1.500) The Perpetual LOCUS Award
Best Faneine(Circulation 150)H~00P) The Bat Your Heart Out Award

Best Fanzine (CirculateOn •2001-500)The SYJ1AR
Best Bemi-4'riwine (Paid Contributors)
Best Semi-Tropine(Hrof 5t Making)
Best Round Rubin
®est PaneIne Review Column;

• Best Survey/Poll
Best Fil knopg(Original
Befit Filk«vng(Based on Another Medium
Best Con Progress Report
Best Membership Directory
Best Title for a Fanzine
B e u t W an 1 /5 r s d e L i s t
B a is 11 Fa n C 0 ol 1 e cti o> 1 S ale Li s-t 1 ng
Best Pud Greeting Card
Best letterhead Stationary
Best Logo
Heist Return Adress
Best Loser /The Always u Bridesmaid Award

Award

Ideally# a panel of expertsr 25-50 fartsv nicely balanced between old guard
= and neo-fan, pru and amateur r scientist, ucademie and Salty,, male and female 
.conservative and liberal, rcuogni.zing oil ethnic and relig^ou® affiliations = 
„ should be set up„ These would be .flown at fandom’s expense to a central 
depository in St* Louis where all fan publications would be sent* Therey 
after duecoone.ideratio-n upon examining all entrants-nay six weeks io two 
mon ths-they would determine the uwprde,.

if this should pwve too ooRtly, a aepond means of detvrn/ing the awa.rdo 
could be to allow all fane.dc one vote. In cnee of a tie vote,, duplicate 
or multiple award is ’would be given in. each oHterory \

The Awards Ban.pu.et v,x»uld take place at ouch Vvorldcon* Avgust 15~ 
September 12< .

The proposal should end the petty bickering that hue attended the n- 
wards of late and ought io provide increased employ meat to thv urafttmet). 
of the awards, allowing passible conversion to inass production,.



THOUGHTS Ob! THE HUGOS

In the firstish of STARSHIP TRIPE, I presented my thoughts on 
this year's Nebula's. And now it's the Hugo's turn.

Novels I can't see THE GODS THEMSELVES as a winner; only DY
ING INSIDE was worthy of the award. But even if Silverberg hadn't 
had another novel up for the award, I doubt that he could have 
beaten Asimov, sadly. WHEN HARLIE WAS ONE is a decent second choice 
I didn't like THERE WILL BE TIWE very much; I don't like paradoxes 
and disliked the book’s preaching tone. A name won it this time, 
let's hope that the same won't happen next ye ,r.
Novellas I agree. "The Word for world is Forest" is a lovely, 

haunting tale well worth an award. "I didn't think that Pohl's effort _ 
was as good as Wolfe's ( which is almost as good as Leguin's) but _
why quibble about second and third?(I will though....)

Novellette? I voted for "Patron of the Arts" but "Goat Song”is 
an excellent tale that's a credit to the awnrc], especially in light 
of some of the rest of this year's winners. I think it might stick 
in my mind longer than the Rotsler (I'm planning on writing an ana
lysis of it sometime in the future, which I’ll probably print here.) 
I didn’t like "Basilisk"very much; both "Painwise" and SA Kingdom By 
The Sea" are superior stories.

Short Storys We really blew this one; this award strikes me as 
one of the most ridiculous ever made. There were two stories of ex
tremely high quality on the ballot; the Tiptree and the Russ. Tip
tree's tale impressed me greatly hen I first read it, and Russ's 
has been growing in quality to me ever since I reread it on the night 
that LOCUS came with the Nebula results, until I can now say that it 
just might be the best sf short since "Aye, and Gommorrah." But 
the award went to Lafferty and Pohl/Kornbluth. "Eurema’s Dam" is 
a good story but he has done much better, I feel, and it doesn't 
deserve a Hugo( about third would be right)( but at least Lafferty 
finally has a Hugo now, after almost as many near misses as Silver
berg) "The Metting" wasn't worth a damn. I remember it as boring 
; nd on an overworked theme. ( and it didn't seem very sf-al, either) 
The novelty of it's appearance won it the award; Pohl alone did bet
ter short stories this past year. "There is no way that "The Meeting" 
deserved to win.

Pro Artists I don't really care for Kelly Freas suff. Too much of 
it looks alike, and sometimes I feel that he's won so often, it's 
time for a change. I voted for Mike Hinge ( as I guess a lot of fen 
did) but I also greatly admire Difate’s work. But I think that in the 
next few years there's going to be a large turnover in the names of 
those being nominated for this award, as people like Tim Kirk, George 
Barr, Alicia Austin, and Josh Kirby start to come into their own. 
And maybe a good cartoonist like Gahan Wilson will be nominated, too.

Fan Artist? tue award that I was perhaps most interested in- I 
love good fanart. It was hard to chose between Kirk and Rotsler, -
but I voted for the latter because I think he's given me more en- *
joyment( maybe because there’s so much more of him)( to me, enjoy
ment it the key to fanart) but I think that Tim is a better ARTIST. 
Rotsler does deserve a Hugo , though; I was gong to vote for 
Grant Canfield next year, but now I don't know; Bill might just 
get my vote until he wins one.

I'm not going to comment on Dramatic Presentation, only having 
seen 1 the nominees and not being a film nut. SILENT RUNNING did 
have some good space shots though, and I'm sorry that I missed "The 
People"- I love the books.



Pro Editor* I’m really surprised that White didn’t win. I think that 
ANALOG may have improved since Bova took over, but I still don’t enjoy i 
very much. It would seem that a larffb propertion of the Hugo voters are 
ANALOG nuts, though, as this, the pro artist, and the JWC award-show, 
Perhaps White’s current famish image hurt him too; a lot of people migl 
have VQted against him because of a personal distaste. I don’t think th? 
Wollheim should have come in second, either- DAW has done something for 
the field, but they haven’t published anything really good yet.
Fanzine* I voted for LOCUS* I really shouldn’t have' voted,' having only 
seen two of the nominees, but I was very ignorant in the longago days 
of my neohood. At any rate, since then the Glicksohns have proven them 
selves to be very nice people, at least on paper. Mike didn't even blo'^ 
up when I listed my Hugo choices in ish two (along with an asterisk by 
those nominees that I hadn’t seen yet- NERG had one) which I think he" h? 
every right to do. I’m glad that NERG won, even if only because I know 
them( though very slightly) while I know Charlie Brown not at all. And 
NERG 15 was bittersweet beauty. ALGOL will probably have stronger back? 
these next few years. I haven’t yet seen SFC, though I have subscribed 
and GRANFALLOON, while I enjoyed the single issue I’ve seen, just doesn 
cut it i* comparison to this years big genzines, PREHENSILE, THE ALIEN 
CRITIC, ALGOL, and OUTWORLDS. (Or KWALHIOQUA or INWORLDS for that matte 
I would say, though, that SFC would be a good bet in 1975.

Fan Writer* The oily nominee whom I’m real 
familar with here is Geis, whom I voted for 
The two things by Susan that I’ve read have 
both been excellent though, but my aquantan< 
with Terry Carr is limited almost entirely 
a few columms in LOCUS, most of which I nev« 
readwWhentith.ey were published. I put him i 
second on the basis of those. I’ve also re. 
an article by Sandra Miesel in ALGOL, and si 
too is excellent. I’m not really well enou? 
aquainted with the writers to pass judgemen 
on this category. Next year, for sure. 
jJown W. Campbell Award* This is really as
inine. I cannot in ten millenia see Jerry 
Pournell as being a better writer than Geo. 
Alec Effinger; there must indeed be a hell < 
of a lot of ANALOG nuts around . Eff inger*s 
credits are, to me, far more impressive* a
Hugo and Nebual nomination in his first two 

years. Not too bad. Even Samuel R. Delany didn’t start that fast. (Of 
course, they didn’t have Nebulas then.) Pournelle’s work has thus far 
been good, but not really distinguished, space opera, and not terribly 
inventive. Effinger has, on the other hand, shown a great deal of origi 
ality. I’ve gotta echo the statement that Brett Cox made ina letter tc 
me. "The only other(nominated) writer even in the same temporal plane 
with Effinger is Thurston.” How very true. 

* « *
One day a tourist walked into a small shop in the U.A.R. He asked , 

what was for sale, and the owner replied "Brains!” The customer looked 
over several, not none were to his liking. Finally, the owner pointed -f 
one and said "This is the brain of one of our finest generals!"

"Well, I don't know," said the customer.
"But it’s never been used!" - contributed by Brett Cox



I WAS AN ELEVEN YEAR OLD HO Y - 
DOODY FAN 
by JOHN ROBINSON 

(ed note: this was originally a loc on STRIPE#3, but I felt that it 
was long enough and interesting enough to warrant publication as a sep
arate article. Also, I don’t want the lettered to grow so that it takes 
up o r half the zine. So f , '.at times, this seems like a letter, its 
because it is one. The creator of Howdy Doody, a man named Rufus Rose, 
lives in Waterford, by the way- Mike)

Getting someone to run off your zine can be a real nuisance. I had 
my first zine run off by a fan in California (I was in Texas at the 
time,) It was about five years I'.ter before I went and did my own _
zine. This time it was in ditto, but with the wrong kind of per 5 the _ 
coated side worked all right, but the uncoated side ran and blurred. 
A little over a year and a half ago I s+ red UNMITIGATED BARF, which - 
became UNMITIGATED BARF RIDES AGAIN, which became UMBRA. It certainly 
has had it’s ups and downs.

Now I wander over to the local co’lege or university and rip off 
some fluid from a mimeo or ditto machine while the thing is incidentally 
reproing my zine. In the case of ditto nobody notices. In the case 
of mimeo it won’t be noticed unless you run more than 8-10 pages with 2 
200 or more of each page. Colleges and universities are a community re
source. I used to pay for the ink for mimeo but not of late.

Al jo Svobodti is indeed an enigma. Do you have fun reading that 
squiggle he submits? I decided that it was a good thing to type his 
mss. in script in order to give readers an idea of one half the battle 
it is to decipher an Aljo Svoboda mss. Too bad I didn’t mention that 
in the zine, just printed it that way. You and I and a lot of other 
faneds know that somethin' by Aljo has to be good to be printed or who 
would take the trouble to chance ruining their eyes typing from 
that small blue or purple mass!?

I don’t think you are a hoax. Some people have written to me and 
told me I am a hoaxs after all, how fcould there possibly be a fan with a 
name like John Robinson running around. After LOST IN SPACE no self
respecting person would dare employ such a name. But I’ve been using 
it in fandom for about ten years so I’m stuck. We have this character 
around here who teaches an sf course at the state university. His name 
is Curtis C. Smith. I used to invade his class and do fannish lectures 
saying: Hello, I’m John Robinson and this is Dr. Smith (! he has 
his PhD in 19th century English Novelists, and he even does some Marx
ist criticism) and we call our act LOST IN SPACE! Actually it is better 
to call him Coitus Smith, the hero of the next Heinlein novil- but then 
you could call Woodie Smith by the same name, so I guess Coitus Smith is 
the hero of TIE ENOUGH FOR LOVE. And yes, I’ve been speculating that 
Woodie Smith’s mother and Tamara are the same person- and if that’s 
true you’d better be on the lookout for a sequel. Remember, there - 
never was a record, any record, of the death of Woodrow Wilson Smith’s _ 
mother, so she may have turned up 2300 years later for the final res- _ 
cue.

That’s a very interesting cover you have there. When you only 
have one item blow the reader-observer’s mind. One of these days I 
may figure it out. I do know that I like it. Was it inspired by Sky
lab II? That appears to be Arabella, the space spider, in the upper 
right hand corner.

Arabella, now that’s an interesting name. Haven’t heard it in 



years. There used to be a kids program twenty years ago on Saturday 
morning radio- Just before BIG HOHN AND SPARKY (noted for their con
tinuing adventures of Captain Jupiter of the Universe Patrol from out of 
Cincinatti on World’s Lowest Wages 710AM) Seems there was this librar
ian- I think she was a librarian- who read and told stories of two kids 
named Skipper and Buzzy Baribee( wow! Whata memory) Anyway, one con
tinuing character was Arabella the Dancing Bear.

Good grief! Between the ages of 7-11 I used to get up before 
8?30 on Saturday to listen to radio. That was before TV invaded Maine 
(On Dec. 22, 1953- five days before my 11th birthday) I also listened 
to Straight Arrow and Bobby Benson of B Bar B, with Don Knotts as Win
dy Wales, Teller or Tall Tales, and there was The Green Hornet and Space 
Patrol, plus Buster Brown (with Smilin’ Ed McConnell before the days of 
Andy Devine) and Johnny Dollar( played by Frank Lovejoy and later Mandel 

■ Cramer) and Suspense and X Minus One ( recently revived- you can hear
* it on the fourth Sunday of each month at 7 00 PM on NBC Monitor, WTIC

1080 AM to you)
Think of all those tre kies ou there who don’t realize that Star 

Trek was not the beginning, but that Dimension X predates it by all of 
fifteen years.

I must have been grotesque at the age of eleven. Imagine an eleven 
year old Howdy Doody fan. Oh, it lasted all of two months, but that is 
a bit old- like five years, or maybe six. For a solid month I sat in 
TV showrooms wit my sister and brother hypnotized by the boob tube. 
Watching westerns. p old movies. Watching Kukla, Fran, and Ollie. 
Becoming a Dave Garroway fan( yes,I had a case of intellectual ego
tism even Ithen) One Saturday we went to a double feature and stood in 
the snow next door to the theatre for two hours watching old’westerns. 
We got yelled at when we got home, but there was soon a set at home so 
we didn’t have to watch out in the cold.

The reason I mention this are the Ray Bradbury episodes on X Minus 
One, Bradbury saw such things and realized that the next step was a 
wrap-around tridee room that made alien zombies out of kids. Tn those 
days it seemed to be accurate. But today kids grow up with TV and think 
nothing of it. They walk up to it and they walk away from it. It’s 
just there. They take it for granted. Not so in those days.

Put this in your GEE WHIZ FILEs For the price of one ninety min
ute TV special, NBC radio could have produced enough weekly episodes of 
X Minus One to last more than tw ty years! The networks really made a 
mistake putting all their $$$$ into TV Twenty years later they are 
just beginning to realize that. ABC Radio will have a dramatic series 
On Saturday ts this fall. Check it out.

If you like constructing myths perhaps you’ll like APA_H. The
H is as in Hoax. This apa is made up of pseudo religious freaks. There 
are a great number of Herbangelists and one George H. Wells of Riverside, 
NY propagates the faith for Rev. Anal Roberts. I’ll send in your name 

s to Elliot Weinstein for speculation. You may decide to become a Herb- 
_ angelist. You can have your own territory or join my group, or Barry

Smotroff’s group or David Shank’s group.
j’ think I’ve written enough. It’s getting hot around here. I just 

opened a window to let some air in. Fans are crazy. Why write a letter 
when you can telephone. I know your number. But I think it’s Dollard 
and Miller’s appraach-avoidance conflict that’s at the root of all this, 
the battle between solitud and wanting to meet folx. Letter writing 
let’s you communicate when and where you wish.



BOOKS

CAGE A MAN by F.M. BUSBY SFBC ^1*49, Signet, 950 (?) 
reviewed by WARREN JOHNSON

I believe that this is F.M.Busby’s first novel, but as one readSs 
the book, it’s difficult to believe that. It’s that good.

Barton is a ’tough’ guy who is transported by some super science 
device to the planet of lobster-like creatures that are approximately the 
same size as humans. He learns that he has been taken as a specimen 
for experimentation, and that he is to be studied in what seems to him to 
be a torture chamber. He is beaten mentally and physically, but there 
remains one thing in him that lives? the desire to be free.

This desire grows so strong in him that, although he is in pretty - 
bad shape, mentally and physically, he risks his life in an attempt to - 
flee. H breaks out of his jail-torture chamber, and then Wathaps the 
daughter of the planet’s ruler. He steals a rocket and takes off for 
Earth, with the lobsters right on his tail. He manages to get back to 
Earth, where he is treated (and debriefed) but is his real trouble is 
his mental state? He thought himself to be going insane while he was in 
jail, and now is on the verge of a nervous breakdown, and must’pull him
self together.’ This is the real conflict in the story? Barton trying 
to rebalance himself mentally. He is given moral support in this by the 
daughter of the lobster’s kings, who has had plastic surgery etc to 
make her look human, and they ultimately fall in love.

But in the end it is Barton that does the pulling together, and Ms 
success is stated by the doctor towards the erid. "Barton, you came 
home broken, like Humpty Dumpt^-And gradually, you have put yourself to 
gether again. No one eslse could have done ti for you."

This is a dramatic struggel between a marts v-ill and thetforces that 
attempt to drive him to collapse. Highly recommended.

Toads may give you a wart, but I’ve never heard of one giving 
anyone the clap - Ed Cagle

IMPTERTINENT EDITORIAL ASIDE CONCERNING THE PARENTAGE OF THE 
PRINCES OF AMBER

The Amber books by Roger Zelazny have been among my favorites of 
recent years ever since I first read NINE PRINCES IN AMBER, and I was 
overjoyed when I learned that there was to be a sequel, and now LOCUS 
says that the series will go to five books, which is excellent- Corwin 
is one of my favorite characters in sf and fantasy. But I’ve discov
ered what I fear is an inconsistency in the books, and I’m going to de
lineate it here for you.

On page 55 of NINE PRINCES, the hardcover edition, a line reads "And 
I realized, with that, that we had shared common parents (Random and Cor- _ 
win) which I suddenly knew was not the case with me and Eric, me and 
Flora, me and Caine and Bleys and ^iona."

But on page 63 of the sequel, a line reads (Corwin to Benedcit) 
"Of course, you and Eric are both my elders, but while Faielle, mother to 
Eric and myself, was his wife after the death of Cymnea, they-"

Thus Corwin is both Eric’s full and half brother’s, which is obviously 
impsssible. Which is he? This passage gained my attention the first 
time I read THE GUNS OF AVALON, and it’s been bugging me ever since. 
Have other fans noticed it? What’s the real story on this, Roger?



ADRENAL.W2 (John Carl, 3750 Green
tree Lane, Butte, Montana 59701. Th 
usual or 250 40pp ditto) Pull of 
reasonably amusing articles by Bra
zier, Cagle, Balazs, Svdboda, and o 
there. I think the best is Al.jo’s, 
an amusing thing about commercialis 
in fandom. Also a long, good, lett* = 
col, zine reviews, and a nice edit
orial. The zine has FOUR things by 
Brazier. Try it.

PARENTHESIS#5 (Frank Balazs, Box 100?, Colonial Quadrangle, Sunya, 
Albany NY 12222. usual. 10pp mimeo ) a good personalzine. Notes 
on Dunoany, hoaxes, God,, homosexuality, and other interesting thing: 
Parts of letters scattered all throughout. Also the Who’s Who 
questionairre that I’ve seen about thirty times already. I enjoy i

THE PASSING PARADE#^ (Milt Stevens 984-9 Tabor St. #3 Los Angeles 
CA 9OO3?+. usual of 250 23 pp) The highlight of this zine has 
got to be a two page spread of many of the LASFS members. 58 
little photos in all, along with several pages of commentary on the 
subjects. There’s al»o another installment in what Bill Bowers cal 
THE WORLD AGAINST TED WHITE. That makes for good reading, too, tho 
not having seen previous issues, I can’t figure out whose side to 
been (tho I’m inclined to be on Milt’s. And Ted’s tone is too 
condenetending all throughout “Milton, this was not a wise move 
on your part” which should automatically turn people against him) 
Also zine reviews, letters, and a piece on Milt’s job in law enforc 
erant (that’s what it sounds like, anyways, but he works with com
puters and such and gets time to read STAND ON ZANZIBAR) One last 
word on white. Lovely quote fomr Milt : It is undoubtedly your . 
(Ted’s) ability to read carefully which has made you the highly paj 
editor you are. A really good zine. Get it.
KWALHIOQUA#8 (Ed Cagle Route#l Leon KS 67074. usual or 500- abou 
45pp mimeo) A very funny zine, especially the parts written by 
Ed himself, who just might be the best fanwriter around. Funniest!, 
anyways. Articles by Bangsund, Brazier, Franke, Heeves, Delap, 
Chandler and many others. News of what happened to Sy the toad 
when Ed moved. Good letters. A few news notes. Not too much art, 
but with written material this funny who cares? Get it.

WOODEN NICKEL (Arnie Katz 59 Livingston St Apt 6b Brooklyn, NY 
11201. 2pp mimeo, not generally available) published for “the 
amusement of fifty perceptive and witty people’ Me? It’s a damn go 
very iaanish personalzine that appears about weekly. Notes from 
letters too. It’s concerned with (in the five ishes I have) Skeebs 
zines without staples, Burbee, the Worldcon, stoned TV watching, ar 
other things. If there’s any way you can get on his mailing list, 
LOCOMOTIVES (Ken Gammage 7865 E. Roseland Dr. La Jolla CA 92037 
and Brett Cox Box 542 city NC 28463. usual or 025. 12pp)
About 900 times better than the iir&v ich. Ken did rewrite his 



editorial this time, and it’s pretty good. Brett also has one, which brings 
up various things that they hope will fuel discussion. And then there’s let 
ters. LOGOMOTIVE looks like it just might fulfill it’s function of being a 
loozine. Most of the zine is in about average quality ditto, but the parts 
done in mimeo are superbly reproduced.

OUTWORLDS#17 (Bill and J. ran Bowers P.O. Box 148 Wadsworth Ohio 44281 37pp 
7595 printed loc, contrib, arranged trade) Not as much of a graphic trip. A 
lot of this issue is Bill talking about OW, the changes its been through and 

- the changes it will undergo (offset in a few issues) There’s an old reprint 
by Dick Wilson, columms by Poul Anderson, R.A.W. Lowndes, Ted White (The 
World Against....) and a short lettered which is mostly pros on White and 

- Ellison. -
MAYBE #32 (Irvin Koch 835 Chatt. Bk. Bldg. Chattanooga TN 37402 19pp 
offset usual or 500) I can see why it annoys Bowers. MAYBE HAS a plethora “ 
of information about zines, cons, etc. but it’s so haphazardly organized 
that it would be hard to refer to in the future. There’s also an excellent 
illo by Alicia Austin.

TITLE# 19 (Donn Brazier 1455 Fawnvallery Dr. St Loius MO 63131 32pp usual or 
250) At last I begin to see what everyone’s been talking about. Title has 
a few articles, with the best by Roger D. Sween on E. Howard Hunt's literary 
career. There’s also pieces by two people that I’ve been getting mixed ups 
Fredric Wertham and Richard Shaver. This cleared it up for me. Wertham ; 
sounds all rights there is a lot of crap in comics. Shaver’s just a pure 
nut. But he’s funny to read. Then there’s about eight different lettercole 
around the zine with comments on about everything. If I get more time over 
the weekedd I'll have to loc it. I think I’ll enjoy it more when I've seen 
more issues and can thus relate to it better.

TABEBUIAN#8 ( Mardee and Dave Jenrette, Box 374-Grove, Miami Florida 
33133. eight 1/4 size pp, or 2 legal size- it’s one sheet but folded, 
so it comes out in a pb size format, offset. 6/$l or the usual) This 
was interesting.' Miniscule type on nice yellow paper, with short Iocs, 
review of RENDEVOUS WITH RAMA (finding sexual symbolism there) notes on 
education and swingles. Shorter than mo$t, they say. I think they also 
sell it on newstandss the copy says 100 on it. They sent me four,saying 
to "Share them with kindred spirits" I like it.
KWALHI0QUA#9 (Crazy Ed, see above) Not as good as before. Quite a bit 
shorter- only 22pp. Ed's Recount of his birthday, stuff on that pioneer 
of American Journalism T.H. Walnut, notes on anotherof Ed’s hero's, 
Milford Poltroon, lots of wild Pickle stuff. Ed isn’t as funny this 

, time, I think. Brazier says that another issues is to follow close on the 
heels of this one, so that the 12th will be the first annish. Hope so. 
Also articles by Piggot, Bangsund, Old Bone, and others.

Other zines of interest that I’ve been getting include GANNET- - 
SC.RAPB published by England’s Gannets. I liked it a lot and hope that 
more issues are soon forthcoming. Also KRATOPHANY from Eli Cohen, good repr 
on blue paper with lots of nice art, more WOODEN NICKELS (it's become like 
clockw^x?kj every Saturday I go home after the game and it's waiting for me) 
egCE from Roger D. Sween, which is of interest to bibliographers and libra
rians, a profession which I think T could really enjoy, if it was a BIG li
brary, like at a unIvorcity.



by SHERYL BIRKHEAD

Well, Torcon 2 is now over. I suppose there’s a whole lot and vet 
can honestly say about it. Oh yeah, I was there- at least 

I think I was,
this con will generate any elevator stories and 

vnn^1S a achievement. Oh sure, the service was a bit slow, but
you try crowding 3000 fans into an elevator and see how fast it’ll move. 

was huge. As far as size is concerned, I can only corp- 
pare.it to the other two Worldcons I’ve been to (Koreascon and LACon) 
and it was still a lot bigger in comparison.
t» * .5^ j m aoout the worst possible choice as a con report writer.
I m petrified of people (yeah, 1 know these were fans an not people, but..) " 

8 and met many (for me) more new faces than I ever have at any other con
- ve9 (or even group of conventions) I tiptoe around a lot and try to „ 

people watch.

0
I did see a bit of the program (although I u

sually see MOST of it) but I don’t take notes, so < 
I 11 Root out the mimeod shheet from the concom , 
(most generoulsy run off by the Gestetner people who 
had;, a room there I ) Ah yes, speaking of mimeos- 
the Coulson’s stopped off at Bill Petit’s to pick up a mimeo and I now
own. or will as soon as it gets home) an electric mimeo—Wheel

pare.it


I could list the people I met, but it would show little more cf how 
the convention went for me to say that I retreated (fast) 

from a seated-in-the-hall party due to the sheer 
size of it- the first of whom I saw was Bob Silver
berg.

.Lester Del 
Ike can revel

Reyrwas a fine toastmater, and mow 
in a ’real3 Hugo to call his cwn...

Who says fans aren’t psychic? Wasn’t Del Rey the 
Toastmaster choice from the very beginning? Wonder 

how Ike would have handled giving himself Ahe Hugo? 
But I didn’t think Derek Carter and Bill Rotsler looked

at all alike.,.I see that 
the news bulletin on the last 
books Lester Del Rey add Bill 
at the Derek Carter illos.

Derek brought that out in the cartoon on 
day’s sheet, I would have loved to see the 
Rotsler were given- especially to get a look

I did get a chance to see one or two of the nominations for Draaa+iC 
Presentation- but wasn’t all that taken with them. I saw SLAUGHTEROUS® 
FIVE all the way through ( and I think all the concerns ought remember 
to show all the nominees at the Worldcon- especially for those under- 
priveliged fans who have only seen them all ten times each- honestly, 
though, I think it was a darned good idea.) and can’t honestly say that 
I ’liked’ it- it was good, but I didn’t like it. 
The other I saw was a part of SILENT RUNNING. 
About A five minute slice of it. About then 
the guy in front of me stood up and I didn’t 
want to bug him about sitting down- because 
quite obviously HE couldn’t see, so how 
could I expect +o see?

I guess that Lq about it really. It was
a darned good, smoothly run convention. The hotel 
and concom deserve a round of thanks, and I can only 
hope the Worldcons run smoothly in the future. Size- yes, it was 
Huge, and I don’t know what or if anything ought to be done about that 
aspect. I’d hate &o see the Worldcon collapse from sheer size, but it 
can’t be made an invitational or such like. Sigh, I guess we have to 
expect growing pains-’cause after all, SF is now a legitimate source of 
reading material, and you might catch ANYBODY reading it.
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APAC

Lately, a few apa amilings have been making their wyy into my 
mailbox. Here’s a report on them.

The largest is MINNEAPA. It’s biweekly, and the OE is Hike Wood, 
1878 Roblyn Ave. #3 St. Paul. Hinn 5510^. The only mailing I have 
is 7^28, which ran 153 PP and camein two sections, but I joined on the 
strength of that mailing alone. People here are Wood, Leigh Edmonds, 
Tom Digby (PROBABLY SOMETHING# 462- Wow! ) Hatt Schneck, and a lot of 
Minnesota fans that I never heard of before, but will get to know as I 
read the apa. There’s no minac here- you get any mailin you have a 

“ COiiTRIB IN, as well as the one immediately following. Hike will act as 
- an ag for mailing and printing of zines. Major topics of conversation 
a this time includdd fast food places, Torcon, and sex. Matt Schneck had 

a 32pp zine that wnet on forever with it’s mc's, there was a sf quiz by 
Warren Johnson, and a Herbangelist comic strip by Larry Brommer. The 
en,tire aPa is ditto, which makes it a bit hard to read, but all in all 
it’s a good thing, and I think I'll enjoy being in it.

TT# 104, or TAPS came to me on spec, and I’m not going to join. It’s 
not that I don’t like it, I do, but I’m afraid that if I do I'll start 
to join everything in sight ( don’t want to be a compuslive joiner like 
I was when I was a frehhman in high school, or (shudder) like in seventh 
grade) The way it works is this? everybody (or those who want to, or 
need to make minac) writes a letter to the OE of the month, and he pub
lishes it in the mailing (Except that Meade Frierson sent an entire 
zine. People here are Mike Wood, Mike Glyer, Al jo Svoboda, Norm 
Hochberg, and Matthew Tepper, among others. The apa rotates it's 
OE ship, monthly as I've said, but the OE for November is Lou Stathis, 
76-44 167th St. Flushing NY II366. Don’t know why I got this- maybe 
because I said in a loc to Mike Glyer that L.A. Fandom sounded fascin
ating, and there's a lot of them here.

APA-H# 29 is handled by Elliot Weinstein 7001 Park Manor Ave. 
North Hollywood CA 916O5> and again, it's mostly LA Fandom, but with 
a lot of others too. I got this on spec too, and maybe in the spring, 
when I have more time, I'll send in a contrib. Everything here is 
a hoax, a puton, or a parody. Donn Brazier, Dave Shank, Larry Nielson, 
and others are all represented here through their hoaxes. There's 
a Ranquet proceedings, quite a bit of Herbangelist srtsuff (I’m one, bv 
the way- knock you heads on the floor three times when loccing, for you 
adress the High Priest of the Herbangeslist Church in Connecticut) other 
pseudo religious stuff, a LOCUS parody, and advertisements for things 
such as Tribbles and a magazine sailed FEMMEFAN CONFESSIONS. There's 
also a comic strip? SHMUCK ROGERS. Anybody interested in hoaxes 
should join this. My only peeve is that some people actually try to 

s write serious mailing comments about it, which doesn't fit the atmosphere.
RAPS #34 (or KIDAPA, as I think of it- there are a lot of people in 

s it my age or younger) is my first apa. This mailing is 92pp, which is 
" deceptive, since two things for a total of 48pp, by John Robinson and 

Meade Frierson are not apa oriented at all. It's a friendly bunch, one 
that I'm glad I'm in. People here are Ben Indick, Ian Maule, Nielson, 
Sheryl Pirkhead, Ed Connor, Frank Balazs (the OE) and Al jo Svoboda, among 
others. Theee's a limit of 25 members, of which 22 spots are filled. It’s 
monthly,W1a one page per quarter minac. Easy to stay in. If you 
want a small, very friendly apa to be in, this could be it. There wasn’t 
a whole lot of substance in this mailing, so I can't make too many 
comments as to what's going on, but Frank has a Torcon report, John 
Robinson a zine devoted to fanfio and poetry, and Headea reprint zine.
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YOU

FRANK BALAZS Box 1007 SUNYA Albany, NY 12222
I think the Uncover ahuMd have been the front cover- it would have 

looked much better. You really don’t need the title on the cover.
Ono thing that Jim overlooks about NIGHTWINGS is the obvious Jack Vance 

influence. In fact, Silverberg wrote the story very much influenced by 
Vance, striving for a Vancian tale. DOWNWARD TO THE EARTH was also in
fluenced by Vance’s TO LIVE FOREVER, says Silverberg. I’m not too sur
prised by this as authors are often influenced by their contemporaries, 
and furthermore Vance is a better writer than Silverberg hands down, 

- What’s chocolate pudding got to do with anything, anway?
- Offset covers!! You ought bo be kicked out of fandom, you know that,
A don’t you. Offset covers indeed. I won’t even discuss the electrosten

ciling. I hate you.
(Now that you mention it, I do notice a Vancian influence in NIGHTWINGS. 

It’s all very decadent, as a lot of Vances things are. I like chocolate 
pudding. It’s no different from the talk of a pumpkin in MINNEAPA. 
Don’t you like chocolate pudding? Now that I get my electrostecnils free 
do you hate me even more?)
.HIKE GLICKSOHN 32 Maynard Ave#2O5 Toronto Ont. H6K ^9~Canada~ ~

STRIPE is looking better with each issue and with a bit more quality 
artwork you’ll have an attractive publication. Speaking of artwokk, that 
uncredited drawing seems to be the work of Randy Bathhurst. And on the 
same topic, let me bo the hundred and first to tell you that the new a
bysmal cover on DUNE was not done by Schoenherr. He did the original 
cover and the idiots forgot to alter the credits when they changed. 
Jack is quite literally’ incapable of painting anything that static or 
porrly envisioned..

Warren Johnson obviously doesn’t understand the collecting spirit! 
People like us are going to buy books no matter how fast we can read them, 
just as we continue to buy original paintings no matter how quickly we 
can look at them. There’s a pleasure in the mere ownership of some things, 
as well as the pleasure of being able to enjoy them whenever we wish 
to. Even if instant reading were a possibility, private libraries would 
still abound but would perhaps be larger than ever.

ORGANA sure doesn’t sound like an award-worthy novel, at least not 
from Doug’s plot summary. It might make a great LOST IN SPACE episode, 
though.

The idea of the semi-professional Hugo is essentially unworkable 
because of the extremely limited number of potential nominees. I don’t 
know if the victory of ENERGUMEN in this year’s fanzine Hugo balloting 
is the last gapp of the small circulation fanzine, but I hppe not. It 

. does seem to indicate that at least it’s possible to compete against the 
bigboys and rather deflates the arguments of those who claim that Hugos 

" are becoming indications of circulation and little else. Since I’ve been . 
much eizidvnt in this group, I’ve rather defeated my own arguments, an 
embarrising situation, I admit. However, it does seem to have killed the 
possibility of any reform in the fanzine category at least for another 
year. Perhaps an aroused fandom can o+?n jn-pi»An/.o <ro-binc
a degree recently thought impossible? I might attempt a discussion of 
why I think we won someday, but not here and certainly not now. The 
factors that led to wie iiugu for NERG could possibly do the same fox 
GRANNY or PRE or even SFC so let’s hope that the Day of the Monolithic 
Fanzine is not yet upon us.
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My disagreement with Dave Locke’s idea of a Hugo for ghe best indiv- 

idaul piece of fanwriting stems from the very fact that often the best 
single piece of writing comes from someone not all that active in fandom. 
For this reason, there’s a very strong chance that circuicrtson of the piece 
will be in some fanzine with a limited print run and hence ibhe aiticle 
will in essence be unavailbble even if it gets on the ballot. With the 
majority of voters in the fan categories basically unfamiliar with the 
^uch*of the fanzine scene, this seems to be making the award even less 
meaningful than it might already be. If a fan wants to cast an informed 

_ vote in the fanwriter category as it now stands, chances are he can find at 
least some of the writing of each nominee. His vote won’t be as well con
sidered as that of someone really active in fanzine fandom, but it’ll be a 

- lot more meaningful than if he can’t find the specific piece on the ballot. 
The only answer would be for the concern to reissue each nominated piece of - 
fanwriting and distribute it with the ballots. With everyone screaming - 
about the increased cost of con memberships, I don’t see any concom in the $ 
near future too eager to undertake such an expensive task. ( And with 
about 3000 copies of maybe up to 30 pages of writing to be printed and 
amiled out First Class, don’t kid yourself that this wouldn’t be an ex
pensive proposition!) And I haven’t even’t even touched on the inherent 
problems of nominating individual pieces of fanwriting when the print 
run of current fanzines ranges from 30 copies to 2500!)

(Your reasoning is superb. I can only fault you on one ting. 
The print run of THE ALIEN CRITIC#6, which arrivdd here today, about a 
month late, was 3000. But that’s a very minor point. Thanks- Mike)

Sheryl Birkhead 23629 Woodfield Road Gaithersuburg,,MD_ 20760 , ..  
CCest Moi- you ramble nicely, wish there had been a bit more to it, 

though. I mean, only one page- barely got decent eyetracks on it.
Dick Patten’s little piece is very nice indeed. In fact, we have a 

radio anouncer's Freeloading Society around here already- at least that’s 
what the announcers say— it is most enjoyable to sit back and listen to 
them spin out yarns about momentous feats of freeloading. But, if every
one is going to be a Freeloader, who the heck is going to be the Free- 
loadee?

I can’t say that I always agree with your analyses in the Fanzine 
review columm, but I also must say that I find such columms to be immen- 
selely interesting. I believe I have seen all but one of the zines you 
talk about and I like the concise synopsis of what is going on inside. 
Somehow I get the pmpression that most zines run a fanzine columm, but 
I don’t think most of them are as clear as yours. I redly hope you can 
keep it up and expand to cover the multitude of zines around. There is 
a book out or going to be out about the fanzine (I think it costs 
$©).00) and I am seriously thinkingabout buying a copy- just out of 
curiousity if nothing else. _ .

(I think I can keep on doing a zine columm. This time I added a 
page of apa reports. Do you readers like them? The book is out, by 
Fredric Werthan, published by some University Press in Illinois, and is 
for ten bucks. Maybe I’ll get it someday.)

Harry Warner 423 Summit Avenue_ Hagerstown MD 21746___________________
You realize, of course, what a dangerous precedent you’re setting 

by going out for the school team. If your example should spread through
out fandom, Labor Day would be doomed as the traditional date for the 
Woitldcon, because none of the younger fans could be sure that the first 
game of the season wouldn’t occur around that weekend. Actually, you
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aren’t the first fan to play football, but I can only think of one or 
two others who have done it in school. Now in my day, long ago, all fans 
were such physical wrecks by the time they were eight or nine years old that 
football was out of the question.

Warren Johnson underestimates capitalism. Book peopfe will find a way 
to reraiq prosperous, even if everyone becomes psychic enough to read books 
by touching them. After all, the record industry now sells its Ip albums 
in a way that was unthinkable not too long ago, encased in shrinkwrap so 
the customer doesn’t even see the record itself until he has paid for it, 
and knows what the album sounds like only if he has heard it over the air 
or knows someone who owns a copy. If the book industry faces this kind of 
crisis, I can foresse book stores which keep all their stock completely hid
den from the view and touch of customers. The person who decides to ’buy’ 

" a book by touching it will sit in a comforable chair and after awhile the 
~ book will glid towards him on an endless belt, stop at his lap and then 
a slide away rapidly as soon as his touch has signalled contact to the belt’s 
electronic controls. He will have paid the price of the book for this mom
ent of touch.

I’ve known a few people like Dick Thtten’s friend. But every instance 
with which I’vebeen aquainted has turned out to be either someone in the 
good graces of the Mafia or an individual who is on the mailing list of the 
local publi welfar department.

I feel sympathy for the opinion that the giant circulation fanzines 
should compete sgparately from the small ones, but I still haven’t seen any 
explanation of how it could be done, as a practical things who would 
verify circulations, rule on a fanzine that underwent great growth in cir
culation during the year, and so on? One round-about way to achieve the 
the same general ideals if a fanzine is dominated for a Hugo this year, 
then" it’s inelgible to be nominated for the next two years. That would 
permit most or all of the big zines to compete against one another one 
year, then would leave the way clear for the smaller ones the next two 
years, because there aren’t that many big ones.

(Part of the book industry is already doing something like you men
tion- a lot of porn is kept in plastic bags which aren’t opened until 
after you’ve paid.

A couple of flaws in your idea for the Hugos? What about a zine 
that is nominated one year when it hasn’t reached it’s peak, reaches 
it in it’s ineligible years, so that its the best in the field, then 
dies before it can be eligible again. ENURGUMEN could be used as an 
example, though one could argue that LOCUS would have been ineligble 
during NERG’s first year, and. then it would have won, and so on to 
infinity. But that flaw does exist. And what’s a big zine? Is it 
a cateogry with zines like PRE And GRANNY and SFC, along with TAC, ALGOL, 
LOCUS, RIVERSIDE QUARTERLY etc, or is it just the latter?- Mike)

s Grant Canfield "2B~7/talyaa Terrace San Fcancisco CA 9^-117_______________  
The only thing, actually, that really interested me in this issue was 

the fanzine weviews. I might point out that in the review of STARLING, you - 
" got the name of one o£ my collaborators wrong. It’s JA^ Kinney, not 

Jeff. Unless he’s changed his name since Thursday, that is. Obviously 
you haven’t seen much of Jay’s fanzine cartoons, or you would surely remem 
mber his name. He’s one of the Best in the Biz5 there’s no one can touch 
him, Rotsler included, when it comes to 'piercing pretensions, nipping them 
m the arse, as it were.

A quote from your review of OUTWORLDS, if I may? "But then, I’ve never 
understood what'c so avant garde about putting a frame around an illo, any-
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way." I was rather amused that on the Very Same Page you put a frame, al
beit sircular, around an illo yourslef- and a Jeff Schalles illo at that! 
Did you realise you had done that, I mean, on the same page as that state
ment? 1st strick me as a moderately funny .-juxtaposition,

(Sorry, Grant and JAY. There is a JEFF Kinney- I believe he plays _ 
football for the Kansas City Chiefs. As to the frame, yes, I realized that 
I had put a frame around the illo on the same pages as that statement. I 
forget, though, whether or not I had just left a big blank space and wrote 
the text around it, or whether I had actually done the entire layout before 
I wrote it. Anways, at the time I still didn't see what was so strange a- 

“ bout putting a frame around one. I thought it would be the natural thing 
to do. Now I can see why it hasn't been done much, and why it is consider 
ered avant-garde. It's about ten times as hard as just putting the illo 
on the page, and so people just didn't bother to do it! It took me almost - 
a half hour to get the circle right and almost eenter the illo! =

Loren MacGregor Box 636 Seattle WA '' 9^111
Warren Johnson, whose name I seem to be seeing a lot recnntly, has the 

incredible quality of making me want to thrash him on sight every time I 
read something of his...the pieces are generally harmless, but by Damn, he 
sure is a source of irritation. His littl piece is fairly good as far as 
it goes—which isn't, very—but... Ah, me. I promised myself I wouldn't 
get into an argument. I just wrote a three page chastisement to Chris 
Sherman about an'incredibly obtuse Jnhnson article he printed. I won't 
do the same here.

The piece is good, actually. It's much better than I would have ima
gined Warren Johnson could do, bawed on what he has done that I've seen. 
I just don't happen to like it...

Doug Leingang has a smooth, readable style that makes reading his book 
review a ploocant thing. He also makes me wish I had the book, which is 
also pleasant thing. He doesn't tell me who or what Electron Bohks is, 
or where they originate, though? I've never seen them in the stores. Con
sequently, I don't know where to buy them. That io not a pleasant thing.

You weren’t able to finisn DAVY? How could you. How couldn't you?
Why didn't you? Pan born and his DAVY rate top in my book. I would almost 
sooner reread Pa;ngborn than start with anyone else. Say,do you happen to 
read the newly revived SATURDAY EVENING PDST ? Anyone who thinks sf is not 
respectable, accepted middle class literature now might be interested to 
know that that magazine not only reviews AN EXALTATION OF STARS, but rec
commends it and sells it on its POST book list/book service.

I don't know about homo freeloader, but I do know that my brother finds 
almost as much money a week as he makes in salary. He works in a kitchen, 
and he finds money on trays, in the coke machines, in the sandwhich mach
inos, on the floor... as well as on buses and street corners when he heads 

- home each night. Luck like that I could use. I remember once- and this is 
honest-for-real-true— that I was walking along and kicked a rock. Under
neath it was a quarter, and I started toshow it to my hm+hor in u lumpn. “ 

- He'd followed the rock as it bounced down the road, preparing to kick it -
again. Instead, he bent down and picked up a $10 bill? the rock had just b

happened to come to rest on top of it.
If I find a pen, either the ink runs out in my pocket, or it's out of 

ink entirely.
Cy Chauvin- cough, cough- do you know what the circulation of ENERGUMEN 

was? I do. About 250. It won against ALGOL and LOCUS. Next question.
(It wasn't tha t DAVY was bad, it was just that it was slow moving 

for the first half, the part I read, and since I only had about a half • 
hour each day for reading (somehow in the middle of June you don’t fe&l 
like doing anything intellectual, it seemed to drag on forever. If I
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had had the time to read it in a few days, I probably would have been able 
to finish it.)

Cy Chaavin 17829 Peters Rosevile, Michigan ^-8066
I really dug Sheryl’s cover. Neat. The bacover was good, too. It 

looks like a lot of the pages inside were printed offset. VERY EXPENSIVE- 
why not use electrostencils, or generally abandon artwork in the interior 
of the zine? I liked your interline about the icebox doors made in Hagers
town MD best, and really laughed. Aiso chocolate pudding. Don't know why 
it was funny, but it was at the end of your editorial.

Re your comments about voting 'no award' for the Hugo? If you look in 
the rules, you will see that there is no mention of the Hugos being a best * 
“of the year award- rather,they are officially called "Science Fiction ACh 
~jevement Awards" This implies that if one thinks that none of the nominess 
«are true achievements, and deserve recognition as such, then you should 
vote no award.

(I don't know whether the pages with illos on them last time were offset 
or not. The printer had both an electrostencil machine and a cheapie off
set thing where he could make the Offset master in about a minute, and they 
cost the same, so I said he cuuld use whatever was quicker for him.
You're right about the Hugos. But if they're for achievement, how come 

we can't vote two things in first place? Or can we? On the ballot, I 
mean, not for a result- ties exitt anyways. Because often there . is 
more than one nominessdeserving of an award- look at this year's novella 
and novellete categories.)

Roger d, Sween Box 351 Platteville WI 53818
Lebanese, huh? Well, if it was left to me, I'd say Gorra was Irish, 

and Michael hints at it strongly? SURE AND BEGORRAH confirms it. Or i£ it 
one of those transmogrified names. Ken Ozanne tells me his family name was 
originally Hoazanna.

I concure that TRIPE is self depricating. Laughing at yourself is 
one thing, but to continually put yourself down is offensive. When you 
have so many thousands of words to chose from, why pick such a rotten one. 
Rather STARSHIP TRIAD, STARSHIP TRIBUNE, STARSHIP TRIBUTE, STARSHIP TRICADE, 
STARSHIP TRIDENT, STARSHIP TRIERARCH, STARSHIP TRIFID, STARSHIP TRIGON, STAR 
SHIP TRILL, STARSHIP TRIMMER.STARSHIP TRINE, STARSHIP TRIO, STARSHIP TRIP, 
etc. To me a title should be unique, pronounceable, and meaningful, the 
title is the flap $ou fly over what you think and say- a summary of intent 
stamped on every cover. Do you think so little of yourself to carry 
such a banner? Then so shall we.

Thanks for the heavy covers. I wish Donn Brazier and following all did 
the same. It protects and preserves much better (I am of the archival 
mentality And you have good repro- on alternating facing pages? the ot- 

» hers "are cruddy. Why should this be when cleaner pages are so easy to 
come by. Either let them dry on one side before doing the other or 

„ slipsheet. But bless you for not using twilltone.
My penchant for the romantic in art find favor in the very nice Mc- 

Cleod illo on page 1, his other on page 16 is desultory in comparison. 
Schalles is capable of some fine technique, but he wasteshimself in thise 
imbecilic cartoons as do Rotsler, Canfield, and their ilk.

(I am Irish on my mother’s side. Michael comes, however, from my fath
er's father. As far as I know, Gorra is not Anglicized. SURE AND BEGOR- 
rah comes from something an Fnlish immigrant who manages a restaurant around 
here said to me sometime when I was making a delivery "Sure and begorrah, 
it's Mr. Gorra." I don’t think the repro will be as inconsistent this 
time. how does one slipshod?)
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Isn’t Jim Zychowica a psuedonym for Douglans Leingang? Even if 

I’m wrong, I have a few things to say about the the review of Silver
berg’s NIGHTWINGS. It is a veritable catalog of sophmoric reviewing 
techniqhes. Following the sequence of the writing? Zychowicz begins by 
by CEEebing about the blurb, ’hen did we start caring about the adver
tising statements of people who skim-misread sf books. Then, Zychowicz 
prejudices against the book are so many that it makes me wonder how he 
ever came to buy the book at all. Tn a following paragraph, he quibbles 
about whether NIGHTWINGS is fantasy or sf- as if the distinction was re
levant, which it usually isn’t. At least never relevant enough to bother 
arguing over. And in his discussion of the book’s style Zychowicz is more 
revealing of his own inability to analyze writing than of Silverbergs 
usage of anachronistic language. He dwells far, far too much on the in- 
signifacant details of the story- presumably a review whets your appetite 
for a story, help you decide whether to read it. A review does net retell 
the story. If it does, it's not a review but a synopsis. Considering 
Zychowicz’ other lementary errors, it's hardly surprising to see an ig
norant remark at the end? "Silverberg is one author worth watching, since 
I doubt that he has yet reached the crest of his talents...etc." If Sil
verberg isn't at the 'crest of his talents' after almost twenty years 
of writing, he probably Hasn't got time enough to get there.

Now about the review Leingang’s got his name appended to, it contains 
some of the same errors as Zychowicz'. For all the plot summary, it seems 
to me he ought to be able to say "Abla and Montgomery, newlyweds in a so
ciety where marriage and childbearing is limited, are banished from Earth, 
eventually coming to live amont the Organians. Then he can rip off a 
couple of sentences about points of view or themes in Organian life- 
what the book is about, as opposed to a recitation of what the plot 
is about.

Your comments on the Carr anthology are far more sophisticated than 
the other reviews in the zine, which is encouraging, although I get the 
impression that you are building a review out of fanreviewers cliches 
rather than risking your own rhetoric in open battle. It's one thing to 
sound like Donald Keller because you experienced the same reaction to a 
book, but anotherto sound like him because you just like the way he 
sounds. Using models (not that you neccesarily did) is fine, but hack
ing out commonplace phrases used and abused by every oLher sf reviewer 
is self defeating.

Your fanzine reviews show magnificent good taste and near-genius 
perceptive abilities. . .

( Does anybody want to tell me what tombstoning is? I have a let
tering guide, but can’t use it well-hence typing instead of big letters. 
I recently got (from Sheryl Birkhead) somerub-on.letters, though, and 
yrm'ii probably be seeing them next issue. I thi rk Silverberg is 
still improving, and will continue to do so. And I've nver read any
thing by Donald Keller- in fact, until I got Cy's Worldcon report, I ,
don't think I'd ever heard of him.) -

Ben Indick 428 Sagamore Avenue Teaneck N.J. 07666
As a Lebanese , your are too solictious of the feelings of the Irish aboul
•Begorrah." The better pun is, I think, the way I have spelled it
above (B’Gorra) I though of other things as well. Gemorrah, a rhyme 
but a mispelling, for Gorra purposes. But anway, it's your problem. 
MSheup your own funny name. I don't know why you bothered me with it 
in the first place. You did, didn't you? You didn't? Hmp.

Sheryl's frontcover is very nice, but with her talent she could really 
have done a rsa-biche on old time pulps if she’d wanted to. Hero with 
ravc’^» scantily clad broa , monster, etc. Very promising.
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SP4 Bruce. D, Arthurs 527-98-3103 57 Trans. Co Fort Lee Va 23801 ___
You're sixteen, eh? Damn, why are all these snot-nosed youngsters-st" rti ng 
up their own zines like crazy nowadays. I’m twenty one, and am starting to 
feel like an old, old man. I hung around the edges of fandom for over two 
years before I put out my first fanzine, but nowadays? "Fandom? What’s 
that? Is that so? Pardon mo, but do you know where I could get these 
fanzine stencils I just typed upr un off?"

Ugh. He smell hoax, Lone Ranger. Yes, ORGANA is, I think, a hoax.
For one thing, I’ve never heard of .Electron Books (But that, ight not mean 
anything, I’m not that up to date on the publishing world. L. Oliver 
Green and John P. McLaren both have a ring of being made-up names to them. „ 
(But that doesn’t mean anything. So do Mike Gorra and Doug Leingang) The 
plot and Synopsis of ORGANA also sounds hoaxy (But so do lot of sf plots.)

Two things, however, reinforce my opinion. First, I’m almost certain * 
that I’ve read a Leingang loc somewhere wherein he mentions that the last 
book he bought was in March ’73• This doesn’t make ORGANA impossible, he 
may have borrowed it, just more difficult. Second, Leingang actually sounds 
serious in this review. That ain’t the Doug Leingang I*F used, to. Also, 
additionally, I’ev rece ntly heard rumors somewhere that there’s a movement 
on to nominate a hoax book for a Hugo, and I think ORGANA may be it.

( It was almost that fast with me and STRIPE. I’d known of fandom 
for a long time, and had been getting LOCUS for about a year, but within 
three weeks after I saw my first zine that was connected with fandom 
in any real way (ALGOL and LOCUS aren’t, after all) (It was OUTWOELDS, 
and INWORLDS camo with it) STRIPE#1 was mailed out. And if I’d remembered 
to go to a business machine store when I was in the shopping center, it 
would have come out earlier by at least a week.)

Doug Leingang Box 21328 BSU Baton Rouge LA 70803_______________________ 
The ocver was interesting, and I think I know what it’s supposed to be... 
let me guess. That Jim HcCleod thing is good. Skip the spac wasted 
by the toe page. You have 18pp, save postage please. Got rid of the 
envelope next time by not having hard covers. Not that I don’t appreciate 
your time and effort, but I was faneds had more of an eye for practicality 
than beauty.

Sorry to tell you this, Mike, but you’ve been the end of a hoax— 
the wrong end. Thore is no such book as ORGANA. No John P. McLaren. 
No Electron Books. Sorry, but them's the breaks. Fake book reviews are 
my forte, but fortunately, your's is the last one I wrote.

(I had extra money last time, and nothing to spend it,on, so 
I opted for offset covers. So what. I like them, most of you liked 
them, and I’ll do it when I have the money around. Next time I might 
have them. I’ll probably thrive them most of the time, now that I don't 
have to pay for mimeo and electrostencils, and I'll get them done cheap 

- in school, rather than by a commercial printer, like the liast ones were.
I like beauty in zines, even if it does cost more money. My intention 
as a genzine publisher is to produce an art oriented _ "zine, and if 
I have to pay for it, so be it. I don’t have any financial worries now 
anwyays. If I was supporting myslef, perhaps it’d be different,

I didn’t mind the hoax a bit. In fact, I was very amused by it. 
I've heard of the attempt to get a hoax book nominated, something that 
I don't think is very funny, but in spite of that, if ORGANS is the 
book, I'm still flattered that whoever was responsible (if it was more 
than just Doug) chose to do it in my zine. But if ther is real move
ment to do it, I hope this shoots it down, because I don't agree at 
all with the idea. It'd cheapen the Hugos even more than they may al
ready be chepaned, if such a book were nominated.



THE LAST FETID BREATH
Done at last, and not a moment too soon.... the stylus on the electro

stencil cutter is beginning to wear down already... I think it comes from 
having to do whole pages of typescript. I’m afriad some of the pages won’t 
come out as well as I would have liked because of this? I did five stencils 
today, and none came out perfectly. Ah well. Sorry, readers, contributors 
and artists alike. The caption on the big cartoon in "Beasties" is sup
posed to read "Hey! It’s dark down here- are you sure this leads to the 
basement?" That one looks to be the worst of all, but hopeufblly there’s 
enough of it imaged so that the ink will fill in the rest. I hope. By 
next issue they should have a new stylus. If they don’t buy one, perhaps - 
I will.

I don't think I’m going to have the same problems with contribs next 
» time. I’ve alrea^y gotten a couple of excellent poems from Angus Taylor, > 
- as well has some Birkhead and McCleod art. But don’t let that hold you 
• back. There are a few things (a few?) that I'd especially like to print? 
some fanhistory, some faanish pieces, a comic strip, perhaps even a folio. 
I'm still open to photos for a photo page,too. I'm planning on having one 
next time, but if you send some we'll have two- the one scheduled is of 
me. Covers, interior art, and other written contributions are ai^o needed. 
If this sounds greedy, it's because I am.

The next issue won't come out until Christmas vacation, I've got to 
concentrate more on my schoolwork and my fiction writing? especially the 
former. It looks like, for the first time since I've “been in high school, 
I won’t make honors for the quarter, and its not because the courses are 
that difficult, either. I've simply been ignoring them ( or at least ig
noring Math, and to a lesser extent, French. Chemistry is a nitpicking 
subject. English is harder than ever before, but I'm also writing better. 
History is probably easier than the last two years.) But there will be 
a sixth issue before 197^ (though you’ll probably not be getting it before 
then) and then another issue before May, when I'll publish my first annish.

And now we come to the real matter of this piece. Many (well, four) of 
you, have expressed a dissatisfaction wiltih the name of this zine. Okay, 1*1 
admit that it's not the hottest and that at times I’ve less than loved it. 
So maybe it's time for a change. I consideredvarious names for STRIPE 
(which name itself never came seriously into the running) and came up 
with things lik BIFROST and MJOLLNIR.(yes, I'm a northern mythology nut) 
but I decided on one I think is better- and please don't abbreviate it 
B.S. as Warren Johnson suggests. I'd rather you not abbreviate it at all, 
it's short enough. The new name for STARSHIP TRIPE is BANSHEE. Do you 
like it? I hope so, because that's what it's going to stay for awhile. 
Perhaps another reason for this change is the idea of what I want STRIPE 
err, I mean BANSHEE, to be. STARSHIP TRIPE may go well on a personalzine o) 
even a fannish type genzine, but that’s not what I really want this to 
be. Frankly, what I want to publish is a big, fancy genzine with all the 
trimmings? offset covers, folios, etc. and even I find it hard to take „ 

R ■' that title seriously for such a publication, and I suspect you
would too. This goal isn’t anything new? it's essentially what I’ve been 

" wanting to publish all along, perhaps because that type of zine was the 1 
* first I saw. I think it’s a change for the better.

This issue is long already? I doubt that I'll be able to sneak it by 
for twelve cents postage, since I’m not using twilltone (Man, I hate that 
sihuff. It falls apart) but on the chance that I might, and so I don’t 
outstay my welcome, goodbye, and WRITE!!!!!I
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